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Propagation of electromagnetic waves in an inhomogeneous magneto·ionic medium has been dis· 
c ussed with special refere nce to ionospheric propagation. This involves the study of two coupled 
linear second-order differe ntial equations with coeffi c ients having one esse ntial and more than one 
regular singularity. The proble m has been tackled in two stages, divided into parts I and II of thi s 
paper. 

In part I, dealin g with the transverse propaga tion in a parabolic electron laye r, the wave equation 
belonging to a class higher than the conAuent hypergeometri c or Mathieu eq uations has bee n in vesti
gated. In part II , dealing with the oblique propagation, the effec t of the coupling fun ctio n for the above 
class of equations has been studied , and relevant asymptoti c so lutions for the coupled equations 
derived. 

Mathe matical express ions for the physical observables in ionos ph eri c inves ti gat ions have been 
derived from the solutions of the wave equations in side a paraboli c elec tron laye r. 

1. Introduction 

A partially ionized medium traversed by a s teady magne ti c field is termed a magne to-ionic 
medium; the ionosphere is such a medium, in which the electron density is a function of the vertical 
height. It can be shown from the Maxwell-Lorentz equations that the propagation of elec tromag
netic (em) waves inside such a medium is controlled by the equation 

[y,+Vh"X] [V X V X E + ,,",~aa't~]f,,~,'aa~~O' (1) 

where mks units and symbols (see appendix) have been used. 
The standard pulse technique method used for the s tudy of ionospheric propagation furni shes 

information about the following observables: 
(a) The interval 7 taken by the pulse to travel from the ground to the ion layer and back. 
(b) The fraction R2 of energy (reflection coefficient) reflected back by the ion layer. 
(c) The state of polarization of the downcoming wave as determined by the ratio R of the polari

zation ellipse and the tilt angle 'l' of the major axis with respect to the local magnetic meridian. 
Any method developed for the study of magneto-ionic propagation of em waves must succeed 

in furnishing mathematical expressions in terms of the known parameters for these observables 
from the solutions of (1). 

The ray optics of Appleton [1927] and Hartree [1929] form a special solution of (1) with the 
ass um ptions: 

(i) :t = 27Tij, where j is the frequency of the incident wave, and 

(ii) N = No, a constant. 
The observed values of 7 are utilized in the ray optics for ascertaining the electron density N as 
a fun ction of the equivalent height P' = }C7, a di s tance which light would have covered in an in
terval of 7/2. For freque ncies less than the plas ma fr eque ncy of the electron layer, the refl ection 
coefficient R2 as computed by the ray optics is unity for a friction-free layer. Any diverge nce from 
this theoretical value is interpre ted as due to fri ctional absorption, and appropriate values of the 
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collision frequency v are affixed accordingly. Thus two out of the four observables are utilized 
for predicting the values of Nand v. The state of polarization as deduced by the ray optics is 
determined by the lowermost stratum with vanishingly small electron density. This prediction of 
the ray optics is contrary to actual experience. 

The basic difficulties in the study of (1) are: 
(a) Magneto·ioni c anisotropy being of the cyclotonic class, separate wave equations describing 

the propagation of differently polarized waves cannot be set up unless N = No (ray optics), or 
W H X k = 0 (longitudinal propagation) or W Il' k = ° (transverse propagation), k being the propagation 
vector. 

(b) Magneto·ionic propagation in inhomogeneous media is described by equations of a class 
higher than those studied in other branches of mathematical physics. 

The successive stages in the development of the general solution of (1) where the assumptions 
of the ray optics are not tenable can be arranged as follows: 

(i) Removal of the partial time derivatives in (1) by applying Laplace·transform with respect 
to time and expressing the nonhomogeneous terms arising therefrom in terms of the prescribed 
initial conditions. Though the plasma frequency v'Ne2/mEo of the electron layer and the gyro
frequency leP,oHe/ml of the electrons around the terrestrial magnetic field H e are of the same 
order as the frequencies of the incident waves, it can be shown that non coherent scattering is not 
significant for the order of values of N, v, and WH inside the ionosphere. Hence the partial time 
derivatives in (1) can be replaced by the factor iw= 2i7Tfwithout introducing any significant error. 

(ii) A two-dimensional Laplace-transform with respect to the space-variables normal to V N 
(on the assumption that V N X V v = 0) will reduce (1) into a pair of second-order ordinary linear 
differential equations, each containing two components of the electric vector (or its transform, if 

:t is not replaced by iw) normal to V N. For vertical propagation of plane em waves this step is 

superfluous. In this latter case the equations controlling the propagation can be written as 

~;x+ [K\(z)Ex - iQL(z)Ey] = 0, 

~;y + [K2(z)Ey + iQL(z)Ex] = 0, 
(2) 

where z is the vertical height and the functional dependence of K\(z), K2(z), and L(z) depends on the 
forms of N(z) and v(z). 

(iii) The pair of equations in (2), for given forms of N(z) and v(z), can be studied by one of the 
following methods: 

(a) Conversions into canonical form and application of the standard technique for the study of 
a system of equations [Ince, 1956]. 

(b) Application of perturbation methods to (2) or to equations derived from (2) and satisfied 
by suitable linear combinations of Ex and Ey. 

(c) Elimination of one of the dependent variables by raising the order of differentiation and 
studying the resulting fourth-order differential equation involving one dependent variable. 

If utilized properly and interpreted correctly, all the above methods will lead to identical 
results within a certain degree of accuracy. However, the coefficient functions K\(z), K2(z) and 
L(z) are so complicated that even for the simplest types of electron layers, the solutions of (2) 
cannot be expressed in closed forms in terms of functions whose properties have already been 
studied. Fortunately, expressions for the physical observables T, R2, fYt, and 'l' can be derived 
from the asymptotic solutions of (2) . These solutions for I z I ~ 00 can always be expressed as 

Ex ~ exp [i{wt+<1>\Q}]+Rq exp [i{wt+<1>2Q}]' 

Ey ~ fYt\q exp [i{ wt + <1>\q + tJ!\Q}] + fYt2~q exp [i{ wt + <1>2q + tJ!2Q}]' 
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where the suffix q refers to the gth magneto-ionic component, whi1e Rq, :!ItIQ, 2q ' cf>lq ,2q ' and -fJ 1q ,2q 

are real quantities expressed in terms of the layer parameters, pulsatance w = 27T/ of the incident 
wave , and the geomagne tic characteristics of the place of observation. 

For each mode of propagation, the observables 7 , R2,:!It, and 'I' are related to the above asymp
totic solution as 

29tZ 
tan 2'1'=1_; sin -fJ 1q , 

Iq 

(4) 

where 'I' is the tilt angle of the polarization ellipse traced out by the magnetic vector of the reflected 
echo. 

For the transverse propagation the coupling coefficient QL(z) in (2) vanishes for any type of 
electron layer and separate equations describing the propagation of two linearly polarized waves 
can be se t up. The transverse mode with the electric vector parallel to He is generally termed as 
the ordinary or a-mode , while the other termed as extraordinary or e-mode. For the longitudinal 
modes K 1(zj == K2(z) = K(z) for any type of electron layer , and (2) reduces to 

(5) 

These equations describe the propagation of two circularly polarized magne to-ionic components. 
The effec t of the steady magnetic fi eld He on the propagation of the transverse a- mode or either 

of the longitudinal modes is nil or trivial. Hence these degenera te cases of propagation belong 
rather to t.h e ionic than to the magne to-ionic class. Ionic propagation in linear , parabolic, and 
exponential e lectron layers has been s tudied by Eps tein [1930; Hart ree, 1931; Wilkes, 1940; R yd
beck, 1942; W ait , 1962], and others. Solutions of the wave equations for these cases can be ex
pressed in te rms of the fun ctions of the conflue nt hypergeometric group , viz, Bessel or W eber 
functions . 

The only re maining mode of these degenerate cases is the transverse e-mode whose propaga
tion is charac teris tically influe nced by the magnetic fi eld He. The propagation of thi s mode for 
the type of electron layers mentioned above is described by equations having, besides the esse ntial 
singularity at infinity, more than one regular singularity in the finite regio n. Thi s mode re prese nts 
the simplest type of proper magneto-ionic propagation and has not been s tudied by an y worker as 
yet. In part I of thi s paper the propagation of thi s transverse e-mode for a parabolic electron layer 
has been inves tigated in de tail, and theore ti cal expressions for the relevant observables, viz, 7 

and R2, have been derived in terms of the layer parame ters. 
As regards the general propagation with V N =1= 0, W/f X k =1= 0, W/f • k =1= 0, the fun ctions K1 (z), 

K 2(z) , and L(z) in (2) are characterized by the presence of poles at the roots of the equation 

_e2_ • N(z) = -,-U-,:-:(z )~[ U_2-'..(Z-,-) _---,,-W--,,2] 
mEow2 [U2(Z) - yl] , 

iv(z) 
where U(z) = 1-- and Y L = W/f' k /w. 

w 

(6) 

Hence the solutions of (2) have regular singularities at the roots of (6), which for v = 0 occur within 
the layer unless w < < W/f and the layer is ver y s harp. Be havior of the solutions of (2) depends 
on the numbe r, location, and indi ces of these s ingularities . An y method developed for the study 
of the proble m must preserve these basic features of the solutions of (2) . 

All the physical properties of inhomogeneous magneto-ionic media are cyclotonic d yads. 
Hence the matrices representing them cannot be diagonalized with all real ele me nts. In other 
words , linear co mbinations of the type [Ex+ip(z)Ey] or [a tEx + bIHx+a2E y+ b2Hy] obeying sep
arate (decoupled) wave equations do not exis t for inhomogeneous magneto-ionic media. 
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Forsterling [1942] , Rydbeck [1950], and lately Clemmow and Heading [1954] , tried to deter
mine suitable linear co mbinations of the horizontal co mponents of the fi eld vectors for which the 
coupling function would remain small throughout the layer to justify the application of pe rturbation 
methods. It can be s hown that the coupling functions of these equations sati s fi ed by the specific 
linear combinations suggested by these workers have precisely the same numbe r and types of 
poles as L(z) in (2) has. If it were not so, the solutions of the derived equa tions would diffe r radi
cally from those of the original Maxwell-Lorentz equations. 

A second-order linear differential equation is basically equ ivalent to a pair of coupled first
order equa tio ns ; moreover, irrespective of the nature of the coeffi cien t functions, a first-order 
equation can always be expressed in closed integral form, while a second-order equation cannot 
be so eas ily integrate d unless the coefficie nts are ele mentary fun ctions of the inde pendent variable. 
He nce the me thods adopted by these workers amount , at leas t in principle to, the e valuation of 
the solutions, in closed forms, for any linear differential equation. 

Bes ides the above-mentioned attempts and the recently developed me thods of numerical 
integration [Budden, 1955; Barron and Budden , 1959], thi s complicated proble m has not , as yet, 
been tac kled by an y worker. In part II of this paper the pair of equations (2) for a parabolic 
electron layer has bee n inves tigated , and theore tical expressions for the four observables me ntioned 
earli er have bee n evaluated from the relevant asymptotic solutions. 

2. Wave Equations for the Transverse Modes 
Conside r the propagation of a continuous train of em waves of frequency f= w/27r in a magneto-

ionic medium with the following assumptions : 
(i) The propagation is along the vertical z-axis; 

(ii) The s teady magnetic fi eld He is a long the x-axis; 
(iii) Noncohere nt scattering is absent; 
(iv) Colli sion da mping jJ is inde pend ent of z; and 
(v) The electron-densi ty N(z) is of the form 

= 0 for Z2 > l2. 

It can be show n that (1), under the above se t of condition s, reduces to 

rPEr + K 2 [ 2 _ a2 + b2 ] E = 0 
dz2 Z 2 r , 

where 

h7 = l2 /(1- iZ)A7/l' Z =v/w, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Am = 27rc, the wavelength in vac uum corresponding to the maximum plasma-freque ncy of the layer , 
W11l 

2 _ e2Nm 
wm - , 

mEo 
C = 3.108 mis, 

b2 = (1 - h~ - h2h3)l2, 

2 _ w2(1 - iZ) 
h2 - 2 ' 

Wm 

z~ = (1- h~ + h~)l2, 
2 

h2 = W • 

3 (1 - iZ)w;" 
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Equation (8) describe the transverse a-mode for parabolic layers. The magneti c fi eld H e 
has no effect on thi s mode . This equation has been disc ussed in de tails by Rydbeck [1942]. 

Equation (9) describing th e transverse e-mode represents the simples t type of magneto-ionic 
propagation in a parabolic layer. It is characterized by the pair of regular singularities at Z = ± zoo 

The nature of propagation for - Zo ~ Z ~ Zo (the magneto-ionic core) is entirely differe nt from that 
in the regions Z2 > z~ (fringes of the layer). Evidently (9) reduces to (8) for Wf/ = O. For w2 - w;n 
± wt, solutions of (9) near Z ~ -[ (bottom of the layer) can be represented accurately by the asymp
toti c forms . 

3. Solutions of the Wave Equation 

A quadratic transformation of the independent variable in (9) results in an equation having 
one elementary singluarity (exponent difference 1) at the origin, one regular singularity at z~ and 
an essential one of grade 1 at 00. Equation (9), or the one transformed as indicated above, belongs 
to a class higher than the conflue nt hypergeometric equations (Whittaker, Weber , and Bessel 
equations) whi ch accommodate one regular and one esse ntial s ingularity , or the Mathieu class 
having bes ides the essential one, a pai r of ele me ntary singularities. 

C ha ngin g th e variables from Z to ~ = (1- z2Iz~) a nd from E!J(z) to F(O= e- K(zL z';)/2 . E!J(z), (9) can 
be writte n as 

(10) 

where 

Consider the integral 

(11) 

where 0(1]) obeys the equation 

(lla) 

Solutions of (lla) can be written as 

M(M - J, - ~o) + i\. . 
0,(1]) = 1 - Ai -1 . 1] + lugher powe rs of 1], 

M(M- ~) +A 
= 1- M - -1 . (1-1]) + higher powers of (1 - 1]). 
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Since the series 81(1/) is analytic throughout the finite range of 1/, the behavior of 8(1/) near the 
singularities 0, 1, and 00 are as follows: 

~ (1- 1/)- M- I /2 as YJ ~ 1, 

Integral (11) satisfies (10), provided the contour C is so chosen that the bilinear concomitant of 
(YJ - g)M and 8(YJ) vanishes at the extremities of C. From the above behavior of 8(YJ) near its singu
larities, contours may be selected for different ranges of g such that (11) identically satisfies (10) 
(see table 1). 

TABLE 1. Contours for different ranges of I; so that (J lJ identically 
satisfies (10) 

Range Conto'ur C Solution 

0 < ReI; ~ 1, (i) 7) = 1 to 7) = 00, ReI;. > 0 FI(I;) 
z2 ~l zol ; (i i) 7) = 0 to 7) =-00, ReI;. < 0 F'(I;) 
Magneto·ionic (iii) 7) = 0 to 7) =1; FM) 
core (iv) 7) =1; to 7) = 1 F.(I;) 

- 00 < Rei; ~ 0, (v) 7) = 1 to 7) =00, ReI;. > 0 F,(I;) = FttI;) 
Z2 > Izgl; (vi) 7) =1; to 1) =-00, Rel;o< O F 6(1;) 
~gneto.ionic (vii) 1) = I; to 1) = 0 F,(I;) 
fringe. (viii) 7) = 0 to 1) = 1 F 8(1;) 

The general solution inside the core can be expressed by selecting the contour C as consisting 
of a line from 1/ = 0 to 1/ = g, a semicircle around YJ = g, and a line from 1/ = g to 1/ = 1. Carrying 
out the integrations along the different branches of C and introducing the time factor eiwt , the gen
eral solution inside the magneto-ionic core can be expressed in terms of the original variable as 

00 

where /10- Z2 /z'6) = L anO- z2/z3)n+l, 
o 

00 

/2(Z/ZO) = L bn(z/zo)2n+l, 
o 

ao= bo= 1, 
2r (!-M) 

P = y:;;. 2 _ exp [- i{27TM + KZ5}], 7Tro- M) , 

bl = [A - (M + l)go]/(3/2), 

(n+l)(n+2)an+2-[n2-n (go-~)+A+~-go] an+1+(M-n)an=O, 

(n+ 1) (n+~) bn+2- [n2- n (go-~) + A +~-go] bn+l-go(M + n+ l)bn =0. 

(2) 

The right-hand side of (2) represents two wavy disturbances of complex amplitude ratio P, 
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moving in opposite directions with complex phase factors (- Kz2/2 - i In /I) and (KZ 2/2 - i In 12) , 
respectively. For very long waves such that W < WH, the location of the singularity at z6 with JJ = 0 
is outside the physical layer of half-width l. He nce for such waves, the composite disturbance 
at the bottom of the layer z = -l can be expressed as 

Ey( -l; t) = [ 1 + t~~~~) exp (iKl2)] E8( -l; t), 

where E~( -l; t) is the state of the wave incident on the layer. If 

R - iq, _/2( -l) exp (iKl2) 
ee e - p II( -l) , 

(13) 

where Re and cf>e are real quantities, the physical observables are related to the above variables as: 
Re is the amplitude of the downcoming wave at z =-l, relative to that of the upgoing wave at that 

point = Ree- xe , where Re is the refl ec tion coefficient for a collision free layer, and Xe is the total 
absorption in the layer due to colli sional damping. If T e be the time delay observed on the eRO 
screen and hb the height of the bottom layer from the transmitter:receiver , 

where c = 3. 108 m/sec. Hence solution (12) of (9) furnishes information about all the observabies 
of the transverse e-mode, those of the a-mode being derivable from these results of putting WH = O. 

4. Asymptotic Solutions 

For waves used in normal radio c ummuni cations, WH ~ W - W ill and hence IZ51/L2 ~ O. Solu
tions of (9) for these frequency bands are given by the asymptotic behavior of Ey (z; t). In thi s 
region of frequencies consider the integral 

where 

Solutions of (14a) can be expressed as 

with Yo= 1, 

A 
y, =- M' and 

00 

v(T}) = T} - (l+M) (1- T})M- l/2 e7l'o L YnT}7I 
o 

(n + 2) (n + 1- M) Yn+2 + [(n+ 1) (n+ ~-~o)+ A] Yn+' - n~oYn= O. 

(14) 

(14a) 

Integral (14) will sati sfy (10) if the contour C is properly chosen. Since the real axis in the 
T} -plane is the c ut plane of the integral in (14), the solution for the sector 0 ,,;;; arg (-~~) < 1T will be 
different from the solution in the sector 1T ,,;;; arg (- ~~) < 21T. For (- ~o{") = 1~~leia and ReM < 0, 
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the contour C may be chosen to consist of 
(a) a line C1, joining 1) = 0 to 1) = -I r!e-ia, 
(b) a line C2, joining 1) = - 1 rl e- ia to 1) = 1 - 1 r!e-ia, and 
(c) a loop C3 , in the positive direction round 1) = 1 starting and ending at 1) = 1-lyle- ia. 

As Iyl ~ 00, the contribution from C2 will vanish, and the solution of (10) for g ~ - 00 can be ex· 
pressed as 

For Igl ~ 1, the asymptotic solution can be obtained by putting 1) = (ul/gog) in the first integral and 
1-1)=(-u2/gog) in the second. If further, (l/gog) is written as ei"'/(-gog) for O<a';:;;7T and as 
e- i",/(- gog) for 7T < a ,;:;; 27T, the form of the solution as z ~ -l can be expressed as 

where 

T7 (_ /: /:) = 1 + ~ (-1)" . (M + ~) (M - ~) ... (M + ~ - n + 1) f3 
/" 2 !,O!, -7' n! (gog)n n, 

'" and lanxn == 2 Yn[Xn(1- X)M- l/2 . eX'o] , 
o 

'" lf3nxn == 2 Yn[(l- x)n- I- M . e(l -X)~o]. 

o 

Introducing the time factor eiwt and passing on to the original variables, the form of the dis
turbance as z ~ -l for WH <11 W - Wm can be expressed as 

where 

27T[iK(Z2- zm-M- 1/2 [. {Kzfi - A-iM(iM-go)}] 
Hz) - r(-M+~) exp -~ 2+7™- K(Z2_ zfi) , 

iM=M+1/4. 

Since z < 0 near the bottom of the layer, the first term represents the upgoing (incident) wave 
while the other represents the downcoming or reflected wave. Hence if Et(-l; t) represents the 
state of the incident wave at z=-l, the composite disturbance at that point can be written as 

(15) 
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( 

where 

(15a) 

For the a-mode, given by (S), similar expressions can be deduced from above by letting WH ~ O. 
If R'O and R~ be the reflection coefficients of the two modes in the absence of collisional damp

ing, it can be shown that 

c [R~] w2 

7Tlwm In 1 - R'6 =/0 = 1 - w~ , (16a) 

c [R~] w2 WlI --In ---- =/e=I----· 
7Tlwm 1- R~ w;, w;, 

(l6b) 

Here R~ and R; are unity throughout the whole range of frequencies except at the critically penetrating 
bands (w2 = w;n for a-mode and w2 = W;II - w~ for the e·mode), where they suddenly fall to half the 

value. Variations of the left-hand expressions in (16a) and (16b) with h2 =::: have been shown in 
figure 1. In 

The total absorptions Xo and Xe for the two modes are given by 

Xo = ln (Ro/Ro) and Xe= ln (Re/R e). 

Separating the right-hand side of (15a) into real and imaginary parts and re taining only the dominant 
terms, it can be shown that 

Xo - ~ [{ 1 -~} In ~) - 1] , 

Xe - ~ [{ 1 -~} In (t) - 1] , 

w'" I g=-' - ' 
W C 

Figure 2 shows the variations of XO and Xe with hz = W/Wm (for v = 0). 

(17a) 

(17b) 

If To and Te be the observed time·delays betwee n the first reflec ted waves of the two modes 
and the ground pulse it can be shown that 

To _ 2hb+ g [1-b - b ln (±)]-~. c 2 2 Vo W 
(ISa) 

Te - 2hb + g [1-'&-'& In (±)] -~, 
c 2 2 Ve W 

(ISb) 

where hb = height of the bottom of the layer. Variations of the function y = h - hb + 27T with 
C W 

with h2 = ~ (for v = 0) for the two modes have been shown in figure 3. 
Wm 

-" 
• 0 "I' 

-1&', h. 3 ~ W~/r.J,"= 0 " 0 

'~:-~, ~o 
~~,~ 

, 

-90 92 9 4 "959 6 '38 " 00 

fiJ/wJm _ 

-" 

"90 n 94-'59G 98 / ' 00 

W/Wm_ 

FIGURE 1. Reflection coefficient as a function of 
frequency. 
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FIGURE 2. Absorption coefficient as a/unction of 
ji-equency. 
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"00 

8 .. "/2 
h3 .. WH/kI","'O"O 

·zo ~. {Ieh, 

" 0 . 5 '00 

w/«,),.,-
" 0 

e;: 1T 

h3 = WHfGJ,"'" 0./0 

a ' eleh, 

. 5 "00 

w/w", -

FIGURE 3. Time·delay as a function of frequency. 

Expressions (16a) to (l8b) furnish informations about all the quantities observed in the radio 
exploration of the ionosphere. Though the above analysis has been carried out only for a para
bolic layer, the method can be extended to any other type of electron layer. 

5. Appendix. List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

Electric vector of the wave .......... .. .. . . . .. . . . ......................... . . ..... ... ..... ............. E (x, y, z; t). 

Permittivity of free space .. ................................. . ........ : .. ... ..... ........ .. .. ........ Eo. 
Permeability of free space ........................................................................... 11-0. 
Steady magnetic field ....................... . ............. . ........................................... He. 
Collision frequency ................... .. ..... ... ............... .. ................. ...... .............. . v. 
Electronic mass and charge ............... .. ................... ....... ........ ..................... m, e. 
Frequency of the traveling wave ................................... ..................... ........... f= W/21T. 
Velocity of light... ... ............................................................................... .. ... c: 
Electron density .............. ... .. ........ . ... .. .. .... . ........... . .................... .. ............. N. 
Maximum electron density .................................................. . ...... .. ................ Nm . 

Half·width of the layer. .................................................................... .. .... ... . . . I. 
Height of the bottom of the layer ........................ ....... .. .......... .... ........... ........ hb • 

Reflection coefficients ............ . ........ . .... ....... ............................ .................... R~, R;. 
Total absorption ............................................. .. ........................................ Xo' Xe' 
Observed time delay on the CRO screen ............. .. ............................ .. ............ To, Te. 

Ratio of the axes of the polarization ellipse ...................................................... :!It. 
Tilt of the polarization ellipse .. ............................ ............................ ............. '1'. 

Abbreviations: 

Z=I-iv/w, 

hi = 12/(1 - iZ)'A.;", h'2 = (1- iZ)W2/Wfu, h~ = w'1l/(I- iZ)Wfu, 

z~ = (l- h~ + h~)/2, 
~hl 1 .- 1 M=- (l-h2-h2)--=~M--

2 2 3 4 4' 

~o= iKz~, g=l/ch2 (for v=O), 
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